Choosing Sails
Covenant #067
2016 was our first summer with Covenant and by August, I had the chance to evaluate the
Dacron sails that came with the boat. First let me explain how we use the boat. We race
Wednesday nights, Jib and Main, sail usually on Tuesday and Friday nights after work and
either day sail or take oﬀ for the weekend. We also do a two or three week cruise during the
summer and other long weekends. I wanted Covenant to be simple and easy to sail. Fast
enough to be competitive on Wednesday nights with just two sails. The main was the first sail
to change. I spoke with my friend who sells Doyle sails to get pricing. We talked about adding
Tides Marine track, Dutchman System, four full length battens and a single deep reef. My
options for sail cloth were Dacron or laminated. The laminate sail would be made from rolled
cloth of black Technora and black polyester and the sail would be a radial cut. The laminate sail
was more expensive then a basic Dacron sail, but less expensive than a high end Dacron fabric
(Dacron does come in diﬀerent qualities). The laminate sail was also 11lbs lighter and when
you are 65 and have to grind it to the top, every pound matters.

With the Tides Marine track, stainless steel slides and lighter sail I can now hoist the sail to
almost the second spreader before starting to grind. The slides are at every batten and half
way in between. When it’s time to drop the sail, I turn the boat into the wind. My wife goes to
the front of the mast and tightens the Dutchman line (it’s only tight while lowering and raising
the sail). While I ease the halyard, she grabs ahold of the luﬀ rope between the tack and first
slide and pulls it to starboard. Between the next two slides she pulls to port, then starboard so
on and so on. I have to release the halyard very quickly to keep up. The little spectra Dutchman
lines help the sail to lay down very neatly on the boom. Some of the folds may require a small
pull at the stern end to straighten things out. Four sail ties and things are ready for the cover.
The cover has zippers at each of the four Dutchman lines. This system does not eﬀect our boat
speed and makes it very easy for us to drop the large main in minutes with a perfect fold every
time. We love it. For me, it is much better then a Stack Pack or Lazy Jacks. Did I mention the
new main is fast?

Next I ordered a 135% headsail. It’s the same laminate as the main. The sail plan is very easy
to handle. We do have an asymmetrical cruising spinnaker; it’s been up once.
What I found after a couple of years of racing Covenant is that in less than 8 knots of wind we
are slow. That doesn’t come as a surprise to me. It was a choice I made when I went to the
135% headsail. 14 knots true seems to be our sweet spot. We sail with full main and jib up to
18 knots true, with the occasional gust up into the low 20s. On Long Island Sound we may
only have one or two times a summer when it blows. As you can tell from the picture below I
have not installed reefing lines on the main yet, after 3 years of sailing.

Covenant sailing down wind, wing and wing. We use a Forespar wiskerpole which extends by
line control. Works great.

